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ABSTRACT

We review and discuss the challenges of adopt-
ing software-defined radio principles in under-
water acoustic networks, and propose a
software-defined acoustic modem prototype
based on commercial off-the-shelf components.
We first review current SDR-based architectures
for underwater acoustic communications. Then
we describe the architecture of a new software-
defined acoustic modem prototype, and provide
performance evaluation results in both indoor
(water tank) and outdoor (lake) environments.
We present three experimental testbed scenarios
that demonstrate the real-time reconfigurable
capabilities of the proposed prototype and show
that it exhibits favorable characteristics toward
spectrally efficient cognitive underwater net-
works, and high data rate underwater acoustic
links. Finally, we discuss open research chal-
lenges for the implementation of next-generation
software-defined underwater acoustic networks.

INTRODUCTION
Underwater acoustic networks (UANs) are an
emerging research topic because of the key role
that this technology will play in military and com-
mercial applications including disaster prevention,
tactical surveillance, offshore exploration, pollu-
tion monitoring, and oceanographic data collec-
tion. A key challenge in the design of UANs
stems from the characteristics of the underwater
acoustic (UW-A) channel, which exhibits high
path loss, noise, multipath, high and variable
propagation delay, and Doppler spread. There-
fore, reliable communication links are practically
feasible only at low data rates. Additionally, the
propagation challenges in the underwater envi-
ronment result in temporally and spatially varying
UW-A channel coefficients, which drives research
efforts toward the design of specialized protocols
at different layers of the network protocol stack
— often with a cross-layer approach. 

As of today, the majority of existing deployed
UANs are based on commercially available

acoustic modems. Even though commercial
modems enable a wide range of applications,
they rely on inherently fixed hardware designs and
proprietary protocol solutions that are regrettably
far from satisfying the emerging reconfigurability
needs of next-generation UANs. As a result,
practical deployment of new protocols is either
not feasible or prohibitive in terms of both imple-
mentation cost and time. Evidently, fixed hard-
ware and closed software architectures that
characterize commercial underwater modems
prevent UAN applications from benefiting from
the latest algorithmic developments. 

Lack of standardization agreements for
UANs impose additional hurdles in the design of
reconfigurable networks. For example, different
vendors equip underwater modems with propri-
etary communication protocols with different
implementation requirements across different
hardware and software platforms, which, in the
end, prevents their integration in heterogeneous
UANs. A sizable body of research work in UANs
focuses on the development of software/protocol
standards that resolve interoperability issues
among different underwater modems (e.g.,
JANUS [1]). However, existing architectures are
still far from being able to achieve the data rate
performance and flexibility required by the next
generation of UAN applications. 

Finally, the spatial and temporal variations of
the UW-A channel require reconfiguration of the
communication parameters of UAN devices to
provide stable performance in terms of bit error
rate (BER) and packet error rate (PER). Cur-
rently, commercial modems address adaptation to
channel variations by employing a set of prede-
fined operational modes (pre-fixed set of commu-
nication parameter values). However, such ad hoc
solutions lack i) the ability to switch in real time
among a finite number of operational modes, ii)
decision making mechanisms to decide and apply
adaptation, and iii) the ability to dynamically
adapt to all the possible environments because of
the finite number of operational modes. Conse-
quently, there is a need for UAN devices that can
i) ease deployment and testing of new protocol
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designs, ii) bridge the gap between different net-
work devices and protocols to resolve the interop-
erability problem in heterogeneous UANs, and
iii) intelligently decide and adapt their communi-
cation parameters or technology based on the
environmental needs in real time.

Software-defined radio (SDR) has recently
emerged as a technology platform that enables
rapid prototyping of fully agile, intelligently adap-
tive, and reconfigurable networking devices to
accommodate and test novel wireless networking
protocols for RF communications. Considering
the unique capabilities and features of SDR in RF
and the need for flexible, easily reconfigurable
UAN devices, in this article, we investigate the
software/hardware challenges to build a software-
defined acoustic modem (SDAM) and discuss its
potential benefits for future UANs. To that end,
we review existing software-defined efforts in UW-
A and we propose an SDAM prototype based on
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components. We
design and implement physical layer schemes and
decision algorithms that exploit both time and fre-
quency degrees of freedom, and we demonstrate
the real-time reconfigurable capabilities of the
proposed modem with field experiments. 

The remainder of this article is organized as
follows. We first provide a brief overview of the
SDR paradigm and current SDR-based architec-
tures for UW-A communications. Then we pro-
pose and describe an SDAM architecture and
provide experimental performance evaluation
results in both indoor (water test tank) and out-
door (lake) environments. Finally, we discuss
open research implementation challenges for
future next-generation software-defined UANs.

SOFTWARE-DEFINED ARCHITECTURES
FOR UW-A COMMUNICATIONS

SDRs are now prevalent communication plat-
forms in both commercial and military RF appli-
cations mainly because of the need for flexible
and reconfigurable radio solutions and their abil-
ity to follow the rapid evolution of enabling
technologies such as analog-to-digital converters
(ADCs), digital-to-analog converters (DACs),
general-purpose processors (GPPs), field-pro-
grammable gate arrays (FPGAs), and graphical
processing units (GPUs). However, so far, SDR
platforms have seen limited use in the context of
underwater communications, primarily because
of implementation and development cost chal-
lenges compared to RF technologies. A typical
SDR architecture comprises a front-end that
may include amplifiers, filters, and mixers, con-
nected to an ADC/DAC and a softwarerepro-
grammable digital processing unit such as a
digital signal processor (DSP), FPGA, GPP, or
GPU. The SDR architecture provides the basis
for software reconfigurable processing at the
physical (PHY) and medium access control
(MAC) layers, often through existing software
tools, including GNU Radio, Simulink, and Lab-
View, which are interoperable with higher-layer
protocol implementations (e.g., TCP/IP). 

SDR platforms have been adopted by several
military programs including the U.S. Joint Tacti-
cal Radio System (JTRS) and NATO STANAG

5066, as well as by a variety of commercially
available products that feature a mixture of hard-
ware configurations at different cost, for exam-
ple, USRP, RTL-SDR, HackRF, BladeRF, and
PicoSDR. Open-source software packages, such
as GNU Radio interface well with SDR systems,
allow custom development of application-specific
signal processing blocks, and have recently
demonstrated their support for embedded devices
too such as Xilinx Zedboard and Xilinx ZC702.
As a result, a software-defined framework
appears to be a powerful proposition for under-
water communications that will be able to pro-
vide a low-cost and programmable/reconfigurable
hardware alternative to commercially available
underwater modems. However, SDR principles
are not directly applicable to the underwater
environment due to the particular (and challeng-
ing) characteristics of the underwater channel.

Current underwater networking research can
be classified as follows:
• Efforts that involve hardware development

of new experimental modems and pertinent
software across some or all layers of the
protocol stack

• Efforts that involve primarily software
development for the network and applica-
tion layers of the protocol stack of UANs
that use commercially available modems

The majority of existing proposals offer only
data logging capabilities for offline processing
and do not report real-time reconfigurability and
online performance evaluation through experi-
mental field studies.

The main objective of high-layer software pro-
posals in underwater networks is the develop-
ment of a framework that facilitates integration
of simulation, emulation, and testing policies and
can interface with existing commercial or experi-
mental underwater modems. The work in [2]
reviews and compares two software frameworks,
SUNSET and DESERT, implemented using the
open source network simulators ns-2 and ns-2
miracle. SUNSET has been used as the standard
plug-in in the SUNRISE [3] project. SUNRISE is
a federation of testing infrastructures that is
designed to represent different marine environ-
ments and support different applications. Ocean-
TUNE [4] presents a similar testbed suite that
provides flexibility in system and network config-
urations. Aqua-Net [5] is a software framework
that uses WHOI micro-modems and Teledyne
Benthos modems, and offers a layered architec-
ture that enables cross-layer optimization. The
work in [6] proposes an agent-based (service-ori-
ented) architecture on a Java Virtual Machine
(JVM), therefore allowing portability from simu-
lation to real-time deployment. A more recent
work [7] attempts to depart from OSI-layered
implementations and follow a modular cross-
layer software-defined architecture. 

Lower-layer/hardware proposals in underwa-
ter networks concentrate on hardware develop-
ment of underwater modems and explore their
interface with hybrid software architectures that
offer reconfigurability at the PHY and MAC lay-
ers. In particular, the work in [8] studies a
modem architecture that is based on the open-
source software tools GNU Radio, TinyOS, and
TOSSIM, and the USRP hardware. The work in
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[8] builds an underwater sensor network mote
and parallels pertinent developments in the soft-
ware radio and sensor network literature. Simi-
larly, [9–11] provide early modem prototypes that
are based on either FPGA/DSP or FPGA-only
technologies and develop in-house software for
controlling the PHY and MAC layer parameters. 

PROPOSED SDAM PROTOTYPE
In this section, we present our developments
toward the design and implementation of a vari-
able-rate fully reconfigurable SDAM that is built
from a collection of COTS components. We
demonstrate and evaluate, in real-time underwa-
ter field experiments, the software-defined capa-
bilities of the proposed modem/design. We
provide a complete overview (from hardware to
software) of the SDAM implementation, as well
as our design considerations for the PHY, MAC,
and network layers of the protocol stack.

HARDWARE SETUP
The SDAM is at its core an SDR connected with
wideband acoustic transducers through power
amplifiers/preamplifiers. The SDAM exploits the
unique capabilities and features of an SDR to
fulfill the need for flexible, easily reconfigurable
UAN devices [12].

The overall hardware architecture of the pro-
posed SDAM prototype is illustrated in Fig. 1,
while Fig. 2 depicts the prototype itself. The pro-
posed SDAM is based on a USRP N210, which is
a commercially available FPGA-based, SDR plat-
form. We chose to work with LFTX and LFRX
daughterboards (DC –30 MHz), which enable
the development of a half-duplex transceiver
operating in the frequency range of the selected
omnidirectional acoustic transducer, Teledyne
RESON TC4013, from 1 Hz to 170 kHz. To
enhance the communication range of our SDAM,
we used a linear wideband power amplifier (PA),
Benthowave BII–5002, and a voltage preamplifier
(PreA), Teledyne RESON VP2000. We also
incorporated an electronic switch, Mini-Circuits
ZX80–DR230+ to enable the operation of a sin-

gle acoustic transducer as transmitter and receiv-
er in a time-division duplex fashion. Baseband
signal processing algorithms and protocols are
mainly implemented in the host PC, which is
connected to the USRP N210 through Gigabit
Ethernet (GigE). Each prototype costs approxi-
mately $6000 (commercially available alternatives
are almost 2× more expensive).

PHYSICAL LAYER
We consider the design and implementation of
two different signaling technologies for different
applications based on zero-padded orthogonal
frequency-division multiplexing (ZP-OFDM)
and direct sequence spread-spectrum (DS-SS).
Both technologies aim to maximize channel uti-
lization and spectral efficiency in the challenging
underwater environment by providing online
adaptation at both PHY and MAC layers.

ZP-OFDM: We adopt a ZP-OFDM with a
superimposed convolutional error correction
coding scheme. In particular, we use a K-subcar-
rier ZP-OFDM where zero-padding works as a
zero-power guard interval alternative to the con-
ventional cyclic prefix. Before subcarrier alloca-
tion, data symbols are modulated with either
binary phase shift keying (BPSK) or quadrature
PSK (QPSK), while KP = K/4 are used as pilot,
KD as data, and KN as null subcarriers. A guard
interval is added between each OFDM symbol
to avoid interference among different OFDM
symbols, and a pseudorandom noise (PN)
sequence is transmitted at the beginning of each
OFDM packet for frame detection and coarse
synchronization purposes at the receiver. At the
receiver side, a low-pass filter (LPF) is first used
to reject out-of-band noise and interference.
Null subcarriers are used for Doppler scale esti-
mation and compensation, while pilot subcarri-
ers are used for channel estimation and fine
symbol synchronization in the frequency domain.

DS-SS: In this scheme, BPSK data symbols
are modulated by a random binary code-wave-
form of length L and duration 1/(B – A); thus,
transmitted waveforms occupy the whole avail-
able bandwidth (A Hz, B Hz) of the device, pro-
viding efficient utilization of the underwater
acoustic spectrum resources. To avoid inter-sym-
bol interference we ensure that the product
between code length L and waveform duration is
larger than the multipath spread; hence, we
choose large code lengths, which leverage the
capability of the selected technique for multiple
access. More specifically, we adopt two different
transmitter designs, one where a long PN
sequence is used for frame detection, synchro-
nization, and channel estimation at the receiver
side, and a second where an all-1 sequence of
unmodulated bits is used to achieve frame detec-
tion and coarse synchronization at the receiver
[13]. For the second transmitter setup, we pro-
pose a blind receiver design that integrates and
executes synchronization, channel estimation,
and demodulation in a combined fashion with a
low-complexity RAKE-type receiver [13]. The
proposed receiver structure offers significant
computational efficiency and resistance to multi-
ple access interference, therefore sparking inter-
est in future applications on heavily utilized
spectrum resources.

Figure 1. Hardware architecture of the proposed SDAM prototype.
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USER-DEFINED DECISION ALGORITHMS

Herein, we define the decision algorithms for
adaptation in both the ZP-OFDM and DS-SS
physical layer schemes. However, we first need to
define a reliable feedback communication method
to support real-time forward link adaptation, as
potential unsuccessful feedback delivery may
result in failure of the forward link as well. To
that end, we propose and implement a feedback
method based on binary chirp spread-spectrum
(B-CSS) modulation, which is known to be
resilient against the severe multipath and Doppler
effects that characterize the UW-A channel. In
addition, B-CSS provides a robust low data rate
communication scheme with a low-complexity
receiver design that very well fits the reliability
and robustness requirements of an underwater
feedback channel. More specifically, we leverage
the quasi-orthogonality of up and down chirps by
encoding a “1” bit with an up chirp and a “0” bit
with a down chirp. Up and down chirp signals are
generated by proper selection of the time-varying
instantaneous frequency that ranges from f0 to f1,
and the period T of a chirp signal. Therefore, if
the chirp frequency variation rate defined as m =
(f1 – f0)/T is positive, we generate an up chirp;
otherwise, if m < 0, we generate a down chirp.

Decision algorithms provide the SDAM with
the capability to either adapt/change specific
communication parameters (of a pre-selected
communication technology) or switch between
different communication technologies such as
ZP-OFDM and DS-SS. Decisions are made by
the receiver node based on user-defined algo-
rithms, and are then communicated to the trans-
mitter through the wireless feedback link. We
consider three decision algorithms that best illus-
trate the adaptation capabilities of the proposed
SDAM under preset performance constraints. 

First, we consider adaptation of the modula-
tion and the error correction coding rate in a
ZP-OFDM link to solve a rate maximization
problem under preset BER reliability constraints.
We assume that the number of data subcarriers,
as well as the symbol and guard interval duration
in ZP-OFDM remain fixed, and data rate is a
function of the modulation order and error cor-
rection coding rate. The receiver estimates the
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR)
per received packet, and jointly decides on the
combination of a modulation (BPSK or QPSK)
and error correction coding (1/2-rate convolu-
tional code or uncoded) scheme to satisfy a pre-
defined BER threshold constraint. 

Second, we provide the SDAM with the capa-
bility to switch between ZP-OFDM and DS-SS
communication technologies. This is achieved by
designing a multiplexer-based adaptation mecha-
nism that is activated upon successful decoding
of an incoming packet. The SDAM is prepro-
grammed with all the primitive modules required
for the implementation of both ZP-OFDM and
DS-SS physical layer schemes. The enabling sig-
nal of the multiplexer is controlled by a Boolean
variable that enables DS-SS transmission/recep-
tion upon successful reception of a ZP-OFDM
packet and vice versa.

Finally, we consider real-time code-waveform
adaptation in a DS-SS link to maximize the pre-

detection SINR at the destination receiver of
interest in the presence of multiple access inter-
ference. The receiver first senses the environment
and calculates a disturbance (noise plus interfer-
ence) autocorrelation matrix during the time that
the user of interest is silent. Then the receiver
estimates the pre-detection SINR for each incom-
ing packet and looks for the best channel wave-
form of length L that is the solution to an SINR
maximization problem. The new channel wave-
form is communicated to the transmitting source
of interest through a chirp-based feedback link.
Both the transmitter and receiver need to be syn-
chronized. We implement two parallel processing
receiver chains, one working with the updated
and another with the preset channel waveform.

MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL
We implement a simple MAC protocol that can
support user-defined decision algorithms. Specifi-
cally, at the time an SDAM node has data avail-
able for transmission, it directly accesses the
channel, transmits a data packet, and switches into
receive mode, waiting for a feedback message from
the destination node. A timeout time is also set for
retransmission. In the absence of data, all nodes
perform idle listening. Even though the current
implementation includes one simple MAC proto-
col design, several others can be implemented by
exploiting primitive built-in functionalities such as
timer operations, idle listening, and retransmission.

NETWORK LAYER
The proposed SDAM prototype can support
IPv4 and IPv6 protocols through an adaptation
layer [14]. The adaptation layer offers a set of
functionalities, i.e., IP header compression, IP
packet fragmentation that enable the interfacing
of the traditional IP network layer with the MAC
layer of the prototype. Specifically, the tradition-
al IPv4 and IPv6 headers are optimized for
underwater acoustic communications to minimize
the network delay and energy consumption.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENTS
We use an open source software framework called
GNU Radio to drive adaptive baseband signal
processing. GNU Radio offers a plethora of digi-

Figure 2. The proposed SDAM prototype.
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tal signal processing blocks that are implemented
in C++, and are usually wrapped into Python
classes. Blocks are either instantiated by Python
scripts or used as building primitives of a commu-
nication flowgraph. GNU Radio provides users
with the ability to design custom-logic signal pro-
cessing blocks, simulate them offline, and finally
embed them into existing flowgraph designs. In
this context, we design and implement custom sig-
nal processing blocks and build ZP-OFDM and
DS-SS flowgraphs, while at the same time exploit
the message passing capabilities of GNU Radio
to support adaptive transmitter and receiver phys-
ical layer functionalities. Message passing allows
the exchange of control messages between differ-
ent blocks that are located either downstream or
upstream in the GNU Radio flowgraph. There-
fore, we achieve real-time adaptation by leverag-
ing both GNU Radio’s asynchronous messaging
features and the properties of a chirp-based feed-
back link. Decoding of the feedback messages
relies on two correlation filters equipped with an
up chirp and a down chirp, respectively. We
decide on the feedback message bits by compar-
ing the outputs of the respective correlation filters
at the receiver, and we update the PHY layer
parameters in the forward link flowgraph accord-
ingly. For the needs of communication technology
adaptation between ZP-OFDM and DS-SS, we
also implement a software multiplexer block.

EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present experimental results
from three different testbed scenarios and evalu-
ate the proposed SDAM prototype in both
indoor and outdoor environments. 

PHYSICAL LAYER ONLINE ADAPTATION
A series of experiments took place in Lake
LaSalle at the State University of New York at
Buffalo. Lake LaSalle has a depth of approxi-
mately 7 ft. We deployed two SDAM prototypes
322 ft apart from each other as illustrated in Fig.
3. We used ZP-OFDM signals that occupy a
bandwidth of B = 24 kHz at a carrier frequency
fc = 100 kHz. We defined K = 1024 subcarriers

for each OFDM symbol, where each subcarrier
is either mapped with BPSK or QPSK modula-
tion and is either coded (rate 1/2 convolutional
error correction codes) or not coded. We also
incorporated a guard time of Tg = 15 ms
between each OFDM symbol.

The objective of this set of experiments is to
demonstrate the real-time adaptation capabili-
ties of our SDAM prototype at the physical layer
in an outdoor lake environment. Figure 4 depicts
experimental data rate and BER evaluation
results of both an adaptive modulation/coding
rate and a fixed (non-adaptive) scheme for 21
OFDM packet transmissions. The modulation
scheme and coding rate of ZP-OFDM change
according to a user-defined decision algorithm
that aims to maximize data rate under preset
BER threshold constraints. In Fig. 4 the BER
threshold is empirically set to 10–3, while SINR
varies between 10 and 20 dB.

In both adaptive and fixed (non-adaptive)
schemes, the SDAM, N1, starts transmitting at
the highest possible data rate, which requires
uncoded QPSK modulation. We observe that
since the non-adaptive scheme does not provide
the SDAM with modulation/coding adaptation
capabilities, data rate will remain constant. How-
ever, at the time that the SINR profile changes
(6th packet), the preset BER threshold is not
satisfied. On the other hand, in the adaptive
scheme, the SDAM adapts the modulation and
coding rate in real time as soon as the SINR
decreases. Specifically, when the estimated SINR
is lower than 10 dB, the SDAM incorporates
1/2-rate error correction coding and changes the
modulation scheme from QPSK to BPSK. As a
result, the data rate is adjusted to a lower value
to satisfy the predefined BER constraints. Subse-
quently, as soon as the SINR increases (from
packet 11 to 17), the SDAM changes into uncod-
ed BPSK transmission to compensate for the
data rate loss. Finally, the SDAM switches back
to uncoded QPSK when the SINR reaches the
initial level of 20 dB.

COGNITIVE CHANNELIZATION
The following set of experiments considers the
deployment of three SDAMs in a water test
tank. Figure 5 depicts three SDAM nodes, which
operate in the same frequency band, 91–99 kHz,
and use random binary waveforms of length L =
63. N1, and N2 act as transmitters, and N3 as a
receiver, while feedback messages regarding the
best channel waveform are exchanged between
N1 and N3. Both transmitters use square-root
raised cosine pulses of duration Td = 0.16384
ms, and roll-off factor a = 0.35. The number of
channel paths is set to N =20 and we measured
a multipath spread of 31 waveform bits or 5.1
ms. Both N1 and N2 use the same transmission
power and are positioned 5.5 ft apart from N3.
The distance between N1 and N2 is set at 1.5 ft. 

Figure 6 illustrates SINR experimental stud-
ies for two different setups. The first setup con-
siders a single transmitter node, N1, that
operates in the absence of N2. The second setup
considers two nodes, N1 and N2, that transmit
simultaneously at the same frequency band,
while a third node, N3, uses a control channel at
a different frequency band to periodically com-

Figure 3. Underwater transducers are held by
the red buoys and are deployed 322 ft apart.
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municate to N1 a new channel waveform. For
each setup we consider two different scenarios
referred to as cognitive and fixed channelization,
respectively. Cognitive channelization assumes
that the transmitter node N1 adapts its channel
waveform based on the interference profile of
N2 and the additive noise. In the absence of N2,
waveform adaptation is based only on the noise
profile. For the fixed channelization scenario, N1
does not change the preset waveform. We
observe that for both setups, cognitive channel-
ization significantly outperforms fixed channel-
ization in terms of receiver predetection SINR.

The experimental studies in this section show
that underwater cognitive channelization is ben-
eficial in both the presence and absence of inter-
ference from other signals/users due to the fact
that the SDAM efficiently adapts to channel
conditions [13].

COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY ADAPTATION
(FUTURE HETEROGENEOUS UW NETWORKS)

Given the primitives of both ZP-OFDM and DS-
SS, we also tested the capability of the proposed
SDAM prototype to adapt/choose among differ-
ent communication technologies. We designed
an experimental scenario that aims at seamless
switching between OFDM packet (BPSK modu-
lation, no error correction coding, K = 1024 sub-
carriers in a bandwidth of 24 kHz) and DS-SS
packet (BPSK modulation, no error correction
coding, and waveform length L = 31 in a band-
width of 6 kHz) transmissions at carrier frequen-
cy fc = 100 kHz, and successfully demonstrated
the dual mode capability of the prototype.

SOFTWARE-DEFINED UANS:
OPEN RESEARCH CHALLENGES

Reconfigurability is an essential feature of next-
generation underwater networks in early stages
of study, especially in the context of real-time

joint adaptation across all layers of the protocol
stack. Efforts toward reconfigurable underwater
networks can certainly benefit from recent and
parallel developments in the SDR literature.
The adoption of SDR frameworks in underwater
communications must carefully consider the
challenges imposed by both the available tech-
nology and the underwater environment. Below,
we present an overview of the core challenges
related to software-defined UAN implementa-
tions.

HARDWARE CHALLENGES
Existing commercial or military SDR platforms
provide broadband frequency support (DC — 6
GHz) with either fixed or configurable front-
ends. However, the majority of the designs are
optimized for RF terrestrial communications,
and cannot address the challenges of the under-
water environment (e.g., acoustic frequencies on
the order of kilohertz). In addition, SDR front-
ends that can be used directly for underwater
communications utilizing the LFTX daughter-
card on a USRP platform, which results in oper-
ating frequencies in the range of DC to 30 MHz,

Figure 5. Cognitive channelization water test
tank setup.

Figure 4. Comparison of adaptive with fixed (non-adaptive) scheme in terms of data rate, and BER for
different SINR profiles.
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do not include a power amplifier; thus, underwa-
ter communication is limited in terms of
range/distance. Furthermore, commercial off-
the-shelf (COTS) acoustic transducers are expen-
sive, (their cost is tens of thousands of dollars)
due to a proprietary and long process of charac-
terization and analog circuitry optimization.
COTS transducers also exhibit application-spe-
cific characteristics and low-volume production,
and inherently have limited bandwidth capabili-
ties. As a result, experimental prototyping
requires careful review of the available COTS
hardware components and specifications, and
may also require the design of a custom circuit
front-end.

SOFTWARE PORTABILITY
One of the major design challenges of SDR or
software-defined underwater systems is the
development of platform-independent software.
Effective proposals need to be able to demon-
strate that pertinent software can easily be
rebuilt for different SDR platforms with mini-
mum effort/cost. Software interoperability is
especially desirable in military systems where
standardization is required for both the inter-
connection between application components,
and between application components and sys-
tem devices. To date, we do not have a com-
plete structured (abstract) methodology/
architecture available to implement reconfigura-
tions across all layers of the protocol stack. Such
an architecture could benefit future underwater
communications by supporting, for example,
cognitive functionalities that may lead to high
efficiency in spectrum utilization. For instance,
software components for static underwater
waveform processing could be real-time
swapped with cognitive components for adaptive
processing to mitigate adverse external condi-
tions (e.g., noise and multiple-access interfer-
ence).

COMPUTATIONAL CAPACITY

Future wideband high-bit-rate underwater com-
munications require significant computational
resources. It is well understood that data rate
capabilities are coupled with the front-end design
of the software-defined underwater network
nodes (e.g., acoustic transducers and power
amplifiers) and may vary according to the exter-
nal environment as well as the role of the under-
water software-defined unit in the network (e.g.,
surface station, AUV, etc.), which poses different
weight, cost, and power consumption constraints.
Similar to wired computer networks, software-
defined underwater acoustic networks may bene-
fit from a separation between data processing
and control functionalities. As a result, future
software-defined modem architectures could be
able, for example, to distribute data processing
between hardware and software and exploit par-
allelism for computation-intensive data process-
ing components (e.g., finite impulse response
filters, fast Fourier transform modules).

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Energy consumption of submerged units is a sig-
nificant design challenge for future reconfig-
urable underwater modems. It is evident that
algorithmic implementation on architectures
based on application-specific integrated circuits
(ASICs) or DSP-on-chip trade reconfigurability
for computational and power efficiency. Recent-
ly, a new class of technologies such as pro-
grammable logic and IP (FPGAs), in-line vector
instructions (ARM NEON), and vector execu-
tion units (modern GPUs) are breaking the
boundaries of device functionalities and aim at
creating a multicore blend of functions, as seen,
for example, in several new products including
TI KeyStone, Xilinx Zynq, and NVIDIA Tegra
K1. Multicore architectures require software
abstractions to control reconfiguration of tai-
lored functional units or general processing com-
ponents. For example, the work in [15]
implements matching pursuit algorithms for
underwater channel estimation in FPGAs
(reconfigurable hardware platforms) and pro-
vides 210× and 52× reduction in energy con-
sumption over the microcontroller and DSP
implementations, respectively.

REAL-TIME RECONFIGURABLE PROCESSING
While considerable research work for the next-gen-
eration processors aim at increasing cycle clocks,
mutli-core architecture proposals (i.e., single-
instruction multiple-data and multiple-instruction
multiple-data) allow a higher average number of
instructions to be processed per clock cycle, and
offer high performance and reconfiguration by
exploiting parallelism. However, even though
multi-core DSPs offer optimized features for digi-
tal signal processing, we still need to study the
trade-off between high performance and low power
consumption in software-defined underwater
acoustic networks. More specifically, reconfigura-
tion timing constraints can be significantly relaxed
due to larger channel coherence times in underwa-
ter communication (on the order of seconds) com-
pared to wireless LAN communications (on the
order of milliseconds). Relaxed timing constraints

Figure 6. Cognitive channelization is compared to fixed channelization in
terms of predetection SINR. The depicted SINR gains consider two dif-
ferent setups: a blind receiver configuration in a multi-user case and in a
single-user (N1–N3) case.
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imply low power consumption, which is beneficial
to battery operated underwater deployments.

CONCLUSIONS
We have discussed SDR technology principles for
UANs that need reconfigurable and intelligent net-
work devices. Accordingly, we have proposed an
SDAM prototype, based on COTS components,
and have experimentally evaluated the proposed
prototype in both indoor (water test tank) and out-
door (lake) environments. Then we have demon-
strated, under three experimental scenarios, the
real-time reconfigurable capabilities of the pro-
posed SDAM prototype and highlighted its favor-
able characteristics toward spectrally efficient
cognitive underwater networks and high data rate
underwater acoustic links. Finally, we have
reviewed open research implementation challenges
for future next-generation software-defined UANs
and presented an overview of existing SDR-based
architectures for UW-A communications. 
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